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ABOUT US
Steadfast Business Consulting LLP is a professional service  

organization which focuses on providing services such as  

auditing, financial, taxation (Direct, Indirect and international  

taxation), secretarial, legal and other advisory services. We  

offer all services at one place which are very essential for  

every company based on their requirement.

We have a dedicated team of professionals who are qualified  

and having hands on experience(s) in their respective areas.  

We expertise in providing comprehensive range of chartered  

accountant services including accounting, financial, legal  

consulting, tax management, auditing and business process  

outsourcing services.

Our organization is committed to engagement, team  

continuity and client satisfaction. We concentrate our entire  

effort to the task of understanding and improving our client's  

efficiencies and effectiveness.

Our objective is to provide timely, proactive, innovative and

quality services to businesses.



Our service capabilities

» Internal Audits

» Risk Assurance

» Governance matters

» Cxo advisory

» GDPR

» Forensic

» Human resources risk advisory

» IT risk advisory

» Research

» Assessment of internal financial & IT 

controls

If you are looking for a firm that  specializes 

solely in providing solutions to address your 

requirements for risk advisory …… then look no 

further, as Steadfast will provide that focus in all 

the following aspects





Our approach takes account of applicable Indian &  
global standards for internal audits

Standards on internal audit issued by The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India & International Standards (Attribute and Performance) on 

Professional Practice  of Internal Audit issued by Institute of Internal Auditors (US) are complied with to the extent required for performance of our 

work. The key merits of application of  these standards are listed below:-

Proficiency and due professional care

Planning

Sampling

Reporting to top management and board

Managing internal audit  activity

Resource management

Analytical procedures

Coordination & reliance

Communication and approval

Working paper management

Quality assurance

Risk management & governance

These standards provide guidance on the efficient performance of internal audit activity with consistent quality assurance.



Depiction of internal audit approach
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Directors:

 Of listed companies, who in 

accordance with section 134 

(5) (e) of the Act, are required 

to establish IFCs and  ensure 

that such controls are not 

only adequate, but are  also 

operating effectively apart 

from ensuring that  proper 

systems are enabled for IFCs 

for ensuring  compliance with 

all applicable laws; &

 Of all companies who are 

required to state the details in  

respect of adequacy of IFCs 

over financial reporting.

Audit committee:

 Who in accordance with 

sections 177 (4) (iv) & (5) of 

the  Act, can call for comments 

of auditors about internal  

control systems before their 

submission to the Board and  

also discuss any related issues 

with the internal and  statutory 

auditors and the management 

of the company.

Independent directors:

 Who in accordance with 

schedule IV, are required to  

satisfy themselves on the 

integrity of financial  

information and ensure that 

IFCs as well as systems of  risk 

management are robust and 

defensible.

Internal financial controls

Our approach ensures compliance with the COSO framework  for SoX assessment; the AICPA guidelines for SOC 1; the  requirements 

for IFCs, as specified in the Companies Act 2013  (‘the Act’) in India and the latest guidance note from the ICAI  and COSO 2017.

We assist in the following



If you are seeking to strive for competitive advantage, then you also need to ensure that this is not given away …… and if you wish to protect your market position, 

then  whether or not to embrace a risk management culture, is not  an option anymore.

Risk assurance

Our risk assurance solutions are developed with a special  focus on 

the new legislative requirements and comprise  these offerings.

Development of risk management policy, with related processes and

mitigating framework

01

Analysis and management of threat02

Identification and mapping of vulnerabilities03

Profiling of risks04

Polarization of risks (at gross and residual levels)05

Evaluation of mitigating measures (including benchmarking  with best 

practices)
06

Risk assurance (including at enterprise wide level); 07

Institutionalization of a cost effective mechanism for self- assessment.08
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If you feel that good governance requires a focus on the legal framework only…then you could be short-changing the progress towards unlocking 

the true value for your organization’s

stakeholders.

Governance matters



Our governance solutions extend beyond the legislation 

to cover the moral and ethical frameworks as well, as it is 

these three aspects, which collectively drive long term 

sustainability and success

Board evaluations and audit committees01

Governance reviews02

Development & evaluation of whistle blower  frameworks03

Ombudsman services04

Assessment of the code of ethical business conduct (in keeping with 

the benchmarks set  out by agencies like the UN).
05

Our governance solutions include the following:



If great actions are the outcome of great purpose, it does not matter if the action that resulted was not the original purpose 

CxO Advisory

As you seek to develop and charter a course to  realize your 

vision as a CxO, we understand that  you will need ongoing 

comfort on various aspects  of your business.

Development of compliance frameworks;01

Institutionalization of SOPs & decision support systems (including  

authority level matrices & MIS re-engineering);
02

Enhancement of the reliability & integrity of financial reporting;03

Development of financial information systems & dashboards.04

Development and validation of business plans & financial  

projections 
05

Conduct and management of financial due diligence reviews &

related support (including data room set up & management).
06



Our cyber advisory practice is rightly positioned to assist our clients in managing their cyber posture over time. Some of the key 

highlights include-

•Formulate a strategy and governance mechanism to regularly monitor and take informed action on the pertinent cyber risks

•Define what to secure and when

•Maintain regulatory and global compliance that help businesses to operate securely

•Give assurance to their respective boards on

•Ensure constant update to the threat vectors via threat intelligence and ensure effective security operations

•Provide a holistic cyber resiliency plan, which is not limited to crisis and disasters

•Develop active defense mechanisms that protect organizations from various cyber attacks

•Identify, assess and treat risks across people, process and technology, and continuously improve the risk posture of an organization

•Understand the steps to come out of a cyber attack with minimum impacts and apply learnings to avoid recurrence of such incidents

Cyber Advisory



If you want your human resources function to seize every  

opportunity to be its own proponent in providing greater 

education on the value of its offerings, we can provide 

assistance that will enable you to stay ahead of the curve.

Human resources  

Advisory



We recognize that human resources is a  complex, 

multifaceted field that requires  professionals to have the 

ability to juggle  priorities and excel at a number of tasks,  

from the sometimes tedious to the often  strategic.

Organization structuring, re-structuring & change management01

Development of HR policies & handbooks02

Development of competency framework and performance  management

(including development of KRAs, KPIs & balanced  scorecards);
03

Development of authority level matrix and delegation of authority  

charter

04

Measuring and enhancing productivity05

Running learning and development programs06



Artificial intelligence tool provide audit analytics  software platform that 

utilizes machine-learning artificial  intelligence to uncover errors, including 

material  irregularities and/or anomalous transactions.

Our Firm uses an artificial intelligence tool during the  execution of our 

internal audit & forensic engagements.  This makes the  audit process faster, 

more accurate and complete and  results in lowering the risk exposure, while 

providing  our clients with complete assurance that meets  regulatory and 

industry standards.

We use 

Artificial Intelligence tools

This tool assists in:

Data analytics; Quantification of financial impact;

Extrapolation of 

quantified results

Segregating information beyond 

the materiality for  greater insights.



To summarize: what does this mean for you

Professional Cohesive Cost effective Customized

Personalized
World class Goal oriented

Efficient

We are



Contact us

HYDERABAD DELHI

C- 699A, 1st Floor, Sector-7, Palam 

Extn., Dwarka, New Delhi, Delhi 

110075

CHENNAI

Old no 19, New no 13B, New 

Bangaru colony first Street, KK 

Nagar West, Chennai 600078

BANGALORE

90/1, 3rd Floor, Pasha South 

Square, Rathavilas Road, 

Basavangudi, Bangalore -

560004

MUMBAI

Flat no.3, Plot no.226/227, Sion 

East, Mumbai - 400022

Vizag: Level 3, Kupilli Arcade, Akkayyapalem, Visakhapatnam 530016, 

Andhra Pradesh

Vijayawada: # 56-11-3, Sri Devi Complex, Y.V.R Street, MG Road, Patamata, Vijayawada, Andhra 

Pradesh

Tirupati: H. No: 6-154/1, Syamala Nilayam, Near Water Tank, Akkarampalli, Tirupathi, Andhra Pradesh 

Kurnool: #21, Top Floor, Skandanshi Vyapaar, New Bus Stand Road, Kurnool 518 003, Andhra 

Pradesh

UAE Address: 2103, Bayswater Tower, Business Bay, Dubai, 

UAE

USA Address: SBC LLC, 8 The Green, Suite A in the City 

of Dover, Delaware - 19901

Suite 5, Level 3, Reliance Cyber 

Ville,, Madhapur, Hitech City, 

Hyderabad – 500081



Thank You

w w w .stead fast co nsu l ta n ts . in

SBC refers to one or more of Steadfast Business Consulting LLP (LLPIN: AAL-1503), a Hyderabad based Limited Liability Partnership, and its network of member firms, branches and affiliates. SBC provides tax, consulting, audit and financial advisory 

services to clients within and beyond borders spanning multiple industries. With local connect and expertise put together with global outlook and capabilities, SBC believes in providing holistic solutions to clients tailored to meet business objectives and 

address most complex challenges and at the same time be robust, scalable and sustainable from a tax, legal and regulatory standpoint.


